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Abstract: The French missionary, Dallet (1874) wrote that ancient Chinese people and ancient Koreans used 

Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) for the instruction of Chinese characters for their children. Park et al. 

(2021a) and Park et al. (2021b) translated Tcheonzamun poem. And Kim (in submission) through Korean pronunciation 

wrote the translation of the same poem (Tcheonzamun 129th-144th). Kim (in submission).translated the same poem as 

the present study, and the method was through Korean pronunciation of Chinese character. Number of Tcheonzamun 

(The thousand character essay). Chinese character (Korean Pronunciation of Chinese character in English alphabet). The 

meaning of the remained Chinese character 129-132 鳴(Myeong)-鳥=口 鳳(Bong)-鳥=η  在(Zae)-十=十ㅣ一 樹(Su)-十

=木豆寸  In order to take the comfortable thing or the delicious food (η) into the mouth or the body (口), the two (豆) 

living (木) persons (寸) (the husband and the wife) must be in the same house (十) together (ㅣ一).  133-136 白(Bae) 駒

(Gu) 食(Sig) 場(Zang). In order for the mind of the wife (駒) to be content and bright (白), the husband (場) must give 

the affection (食) to his wife. 137-140 化 (Hwa) 被(Pi)  草(Tcho)-十=十曰十 木(Mog) -十=人 In order to the affection 

received from her husband (被) might be changed (化) favorable, the woman (人) can speak (曰) freely (十) again and 

again (十) with her husband. 141-144 賴 (Noe) 及(Geub) 萬(Man) 方(Bang). If the love of the husband (賴) is reached to 

his wife (及), all (萬) is well (方)! 

Keywords: Tcheonzamun 129th-144
th

, Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay), the two (豆) living (木) 

persons (寸) (the husband and the wife), If the love of the husband (賴) is reached to his wife (及), all (萬) is well (方)!. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
The French missionary, Dallet (1874) wrote that ancient Chinese people and ancient Koreans used 

Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) for the instruction of Chinese characters for their children.  Park et al. 

(2021a) and Park et al. (2021b) translated Tcheonzamun poem. And Kim (in submission) through Korean pronunciation 

wrote the translation of the same poem (Tcheonzamun 129th-144th). Kim (in submission).translated the same poem as 

the present study, and the method was through Korean pronunciation of Chinese character. 

 

Number of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) Chinese character (Korean Pronunciation of Chinese 

character in English alphabet) Transformed phrase on Korean pronunciation in Korean alphabet Transformed phrase on 

Korean pronunciation in English alphabet. 

 

The meaning in Korean language is as follows; 

129-132 鳴 (Myeong) 鳳(Bong) 在(Zae) 樹(Su)    몇  번 째  쓔?  Myeot Beon Zzae Syu? 
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My husband, you have done the same thing several times! 

133-136 白(Baeg) 駒(Gu) 食(Sig) 場(Zang) 벗고  시작!  Beot Go Si Zag! 

Let’s take off the clothes and let’s start again! 

137-140 化(Hwa) 被(Pi) 草(Tcho) 木(Mog) 확  펴!  좃  목   Hwag Pyeo!  Zot Mog 

My husband, erect your penis in full length! 

 

141-144 賴 (Noe) 及 (Geub) 萬 (Man) 方(Bang)  나긋!  맛  방    Na Geut! Mat Bang 

 

Your best choice, my body will be tender and soft, and at that time I can be kind to you! This time for the 

present study, another method was taken for the translation. It is on the meaning of Chinese character. And in addition 

the deletion of same part of Chinese character was done. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
For the translation of Tcheonzamun (the thousand character essay), there are two methods for the present 

researcher (Park et al., 2021a; Park et al., 2021b). The one is through the meaning of Chinese characters of the poem, and 

the other is through Korean pronunciation of Chinese characters. Here, for the translation, the second method was used. 

In addition to this, deleting same part of Chinese characters was utilized.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The next is the result of the translation of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay), and it was for the poem 

of 16 letters from 129th-144th. 

 

Number of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) Chinese character (Korean Pronunciation of Chinese 

character in English alphabet). 

 

The meaning of the remained Chinese character 

129-132 鳴(Myeong)-鳥=口  鳳(Bong)-鳥=η  在(Zae)-十=十ㅣ一  樹(Su)-十=木豆寸.  

 

In order to take the comfortable thing or the delicious food (η) into the mouth or the body (口), the two (豆) 

living (木) persons (寸) (the husband and the wife) must be in the same house (十) together (ㅣ一). 

 

133-136 白(Baeg) 駒(Gu) 食(Sig) 場(Zang) 

In order for the mind of the wife (駒) to be content and bright (白), the husband (場) must give the affection (食) 

to his wife. 

 

137-140 化(Hwa)  被(Pi)  草(Tcho)-十=十曰十  木(Mog) -十=人 

 

In order to the affection received from her husband (被) might be changed (化) favorable, the woman (人) can 

speak (曰) freely (十) again and again (十) with her husband. 

 

141-144 賴(Noe) 及(Geub) 萬(Man) 方(Bang) 

 

If the love of the husband (賴) is reached to his wife (及), all (萬) is well (方)! 
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